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The Saturn L series is a line of automobiles , sedans and station wagons that were made by
Saturn Corporation in Wilmington, Delaware. Poor sales of the L-series cars caused GM to
cancel the line for The first L-series car was built in May , and the last one rolled off the
Wilmington line on June 17, , after a short run of models. About , L-series cars were built in this
period. The plant was then retooled to build the Pontiac Solstice and Saturn Sky roadsters. The
replacement for the L series, the Saturn Aura , arrived in August for the model-year. The L
series was troubled early in production by a number of quality issues, often related to engine
failures, transmission failures and overall fit and finish issues. Consumers reported repeat
problems with tire noise and vibration linked to poorly designed control arm bushings and
nonadjustable rear alignments. A retrofit kit was released to address these concerns. In , a
recall was issued pursuant to a defect petition by the North Carolina Consumers Council, a
consumer nonprofit advocacy organization, alleging repeat brake and tail light failures. The
resulting recall affected more than , vehicles in the United States and Canada. The resulting
recall affected only a small number of vehicles built in a four-month period in late and early The
organization reported that complaints of engine failure due to a defective timing chain design
persist to this day and requests for recall expansions have largely been ignored. The
organization has gone so far as to make its first recommendation against the purchase of a
vehicle in its more than forty-year history due in part to this timing chain defect. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Retrieved August Retrieved Saturn automobile timeline,
â€” Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from December All articles
needing additional references Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Opel
Vectra B Saab Saab Wikimedia Commons has media related to Saturn L-series. Compact car. S
series. Mid-size car. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Concept car. We have not had any problems
with car since we purchased it new. V6 engine is great, plenty of room, large trunk, good gas
mileage, and fun to drive. Bought this car with miles. It has plenty of room front, back and with
rear seat folded down. Highway driving is very smooth but driving over rough pavement on city
streets can be a bit rough. The car has a generous amount of power for a small V-6 and the gas
mileage is not bad 24 combined with easy starts and stops. Definitely a reasonable alternative
to a large suv and much more nimble. Bought mine a little under a year ago - and it's been my
favorite "second car" ever. Steering is also crisp. I put some bigger wheels and tires 17" on it,
and it looks much better also. The interior is well laid out as well. It's clearly a Europeaninfluenced design inside, with funky controls for the fan, the power windows - it handles like
many European cars I've owned mostly VW very crisp, with a very tight turning radius. It's
actually become my preferred car to drive for fun now. I just wish there was some sort of
enthusiast community for it, and a little more pizzazz in the design. Oh well This is a great car
love it to death ride is smooth as long as you have good tiers on it and it handles really well for
what it is. I like a car with more power but like I said it handles well and is a really fun car to
drive for that reason. I bought the car in October when my son was just 5 years old , and now
my son is driving the car. Only 67, original miles. Hope we have as much luck with that Saturn.
The L is the best car I've ever owned, and we certainly got our money out of it! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the L-Series. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Best used car on the market Matt C. Items per page:. Write a review See all L-Serieses for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the L-Series. Sign Up. I got off of work and the car started just fine,
but drove to the place where I clock out and turned the car off. When I came back out
approximately 2 or 3 minutes later , the car would not start. Cranks but will not start. Tried to
turn over a little, acted like not getting gas, and would not run. Now it just cranks but won't turn
over. Fuel pressure reads 60 psi 2. Changed Crank sensor near the starter 3. Tried starter fluid
5. Fuel pump kicks on. Humms 6. Installed New Plugs 5 or 6 weeks ago About 3 or 4 weeks ago,
the car did the same thing. Came out from work and would not start. I let it sit and when I came
back to work approximately 24 hours later, it started right up. Would a restricted catalytic
converter cause the vehicle to not start? Converter is bad, don't know if restricted. Do you. So
when it didn't start did the security light stay on solid or flash? I would check for code's if you
have any let me know the exact code number's. So does it drive good now? Your cat would
have to be pretty clogged for it not to start. You will have to get a noid light for the injectors next
time it won't start plug it in where the injector's go then crank it and see if the light flashes while
cranking. Check out the guide belows Was this answer. I checked it yesterday and the security

light comes on when you first turn the key but it does not flash and the light goes off after about
2 or 3 seconds. I have a neighbor who brought over the diagnostic machine and hooked it up
and it gave a code P But then he told me that his machine only went up to year So the code that
came up was for a saturn 1. So I have no idea if that would be the same code for a The car is
currently NOT running at all. So I have not had a chance to take it to another place to get codes.
About 3 weeks ago I came out of work and the car would not start it cranked but would not start.
I left the car at my job and approximately 24 hours later, the car started right up. Now it did this
again. Last week I came out of work and the car started right up. I drove the car to the place
where I clock out and turned the car off. When I came back a couple minutes later, it would not
start it cranked but would not start. I once again left the car at the lot and returned
approximately 8 hours later and it still would crank but would not start. I had the car towed to
my house and it has been there ever since. Still cranking but NOT starting. Code P is a obd2 it's
for stall detected just means the car stalled. You should rent a scan tool see what code's you
have recheck the fuel pressure get a noid like see if you have injector pulse. Do you have a test
light? Also recheck spark we need to see what your missing to run. Let me know what you find.
Thank you so much for your help. I will get to it and let you know! Your welcome keep me
posted. Would the battery being low cause the scan tool to not read any codes? I went and
rented a scan tool from auto zone and hooked it up but it came back "no codes found". I know
my battery is probably drained some from trying to start it over the past week. Would that cause
the scan tool to not have enough power to pick up codes? I have scanned it a few different
times and it just continues to say "no codes found". If you think the battery is low charge it and
have it tested. Have you rechecked the fuel pressure and used a noid light to check for injector
pulse and rechecked spark? My dad says it is getting spark but he and a friend checked and the
1st and 2nd cylinder have no compression. The friend says that means the timing chain is bad?
What is the compression on number 3 and 4? Could be body control module there popular for
these problems and the code reader wont work Was this answer. Hello aunt they said there were
no codes in the computer not that they couldnt talk to the computer with a scan tool. Also I
would like to know how a bad bcm can cause no compression on cyls 1 and 2 like they were
saying was happening? Because that would be a first in all my years of being a saturn factory
trained tech. Yesterday when my husband took the car to work, it started up and ran just fine,
ran to the loan company, again started up and ran just fine, came home so I could go to work, it
started up and ran just fine, I stopped at the stop sign leaving our apartment complex, it died. I
tried to restart and it cranks and won't start. We pushed it to a parking spot, and I try to start it
with the gas pedal pressed to the floor, it turns over but won't catch. I had a mechanic come out
and look at it, we changed the coil pack and the module, one at a time and then eventually
changed the spark plugs, still will turn over but won't start. He says that he can hear the fuel
pump engaging so he says we're getting fuel, and we're getting spark, and we're getting air, but
the car just won't start, and he has no idea what's going on. Do a compression test sounds like
your timing chain may have broken its not uncommon on those cars that year. Sounds like the
guy working on your car is throwing parts at it. Let me know what the compression tests results
are. Never had any problems before today. Went out to start my car this morning and it would
crank but not actaully start the engine. While checking the battery nothing looked bad, good
connection no corrision or anything. Did notice that it was showing out of oil. Could that be the
problem? If so, what damage could it have caused and how could it be fixed? Dianne Was this
answer. It's probably not out of oil it's just low first thing I would do is put some oil in till it
read's full. Also is the security light on or flashing? Can you go rent a code reader from auto
zone and see if you have any code's. We put oil in first thing then we detached the battery for
about 15 min and re-attahced and now it starts. I will see if we can rent the code meter to see if
anything comes up. Thank you, Dianne Was this answer. My Saturn L just wouldn't start one
day. Changed all four spark plugs, the fuel filter, oil, and put more gas in it. Still won't start.
Threw out only one code, which had something to do with emission the guy at auto zone said
that it meant my gas cap was loose. I turned the cap until I heard it click. I just bought a
crankshaft sensor, but I'm scared that it's still not going to fix the problem. Lets start with the
basics does the car have spark? My car will not start. Sometimes I can drive it to the store come
out and the car will turn over no problems. All the lights etc. Work fine the car will just not fire.
The fuel pump seems to be working fine. I don't beleive it is a spark issues duw to the low miles.
Could thsi be cause by a fuel pressure regulator? I would first double check the spark issue
first. A fuel pressure regulaor could cause this but you should be able to start it by holding the
gas pedal to the floor. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running
Content. How to fix an engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the
engine is not starting is essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are
listed in order of difficulty. The Battery Is Reading I Do Not Smell Gas. Sponsored links. Ask a
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Reviews Questions, Answers. Holley HP Engine Control Module are intended for all engine
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en content through heated oxygen sensors in the exhaust system before and after the catalytic
converter s. The information supplied by the oxygen sensors helps the fuel system maintain the
right air to fuel ratio. Downstream oxygen sensors also help the PCM determine the efficiency of
the. Consult the appropriate repair manual or repair database for the exact code definition. If the
module perceives a problem with the purge valve or its circuit, it turns on the check engine light
and stores code P in its memory. When your PCM perceives a potential issue with the signal
from the intake valve control solenoid, it. This self-test is crucial because the PCM performs
many l functions related to data input, processing, and storage. These are all necessary to
manage vehicle systems that play a vital role in engine performance and other. Contact Us.
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